
Annulus Diameter

Model Number Valve Size (mm)

  NRMF-00028  28
  NRMF-00030  30
  NRMF-00032  32
  NRMF-00034  34
  NRMF-00036  36
  NRMF-00038  38

MitroFix™ Device

CAUTION: Refer to the Instructions For Use provided with each device for complete information regarding indica-
tions for use, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and potential complications.
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MitroFix™ Sizer Kit

Model Number  Size(mm)

  NRMF-SK028        28
  NRMF-SK030        30
  NRMF-SK032        32
  NRMF-SK034        34
  NRMF-SK036        36
  NRMF-SK038        38
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No compromise . . .

The design philosophy is to solve structural heart 
issues by minimizing or eliminating compromises to the patient 
or surgeon. More consistent, simplified, and repeatable operative 
outcomes help improve morbidity and mortality.

BioIntegral Surgical manufactures cardiac and 
vascular implants made from all-biological materials. Both the 
products and No-React® detoxification process were engineered 
to enhance durability, ease of implantation, and biocompatibility. 
In addition, the device portfolio aims to treat widest range of 
patient populations without requiring sophisticated patient 
selection, repair techniques, or imaging.

THE CARDIAC PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

INJECTABLE 
BIOPULMONIC™

INJECTABLE

Pulmonic Valve

▶ Large-diameter hybrid percutaneous implantation; 
 no bypass necessary

▶ A full range of sizes is available to match patient 
 morphology

▶ No reported structural failures or stent fracture 
 over 5 years
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The No-React® treatment. BioIntegral Surgical 
manufactures devices using the No-React® treatment. No-React® 
is a proprietary detoxification of glutaraldehyde-treated tissue.  

12 years of clinical experience with No-React® devices show:

▶ reduced toxicity, enhanced biocompatibilty

▶ lower rates of infection, adhesion, and 
     calcification
▶ the promotion of endothelial lining1-5

Reducing reinfection risk is one of the valves’ 
major benefits. In studies conducted over a seven year time 
period, No-React® treated valves have demonstrated reinfection 
rates similar to that of homografts1. Available in all sizes, these off-
the-shelf solutions can help minimize patient-prosthesis mismatch.

▶ Demonstrated to reduce adhesions4 and offer high    
biocompatibility2

▶ High tensile and pull strength7

▶ Supple, easy to handle and suturePATCH
Porcine Patch
PATCH

▶ Shown to reduce reinfection1

▶ No-React® tissue has demonstrated promotion of             
endothelium6

▶ No reports of degradation or failure over 12 yearsBIOMITRAL™

BIOAORTIC™

Replacement Valve

BIOMITRAL™

▶ Inspired by the natural anatomy of a posterior mitral valve  
 leaflet in the closed position. An effective tool to promote  
 simplified, reproducible results6

▶ No moving parts: increases durability

▶ Functional sizing with no need for complex resecting of the  
 mitral apparatus which can save time versus conventional  
 repair or replacement

MITROFIX™

Mitral Valve 
Restoration System

MITROFIX™



 

Restoration Goes Beyond Repair: 
MitroFix™ is a system, not just a device

▶ Test before you commit: a functional sizer 
    demonstrates the likely outcome of the restoration 
    before full commitment is made

▶ An effective tool for promotes simplified, 
    reproducible results7

▶ The system’s goal is to maximize EOA, 
    not to constrict or undersize

▶ No need to compensate for tethering8

n 

Implanted BioIntegral MitroFix™ 
with open anterior lea
et (A) and 
closed anterior lea
et (B)

A

B

No compromise . . .
The No-React® MitroFix™ Restoration System
A system inspired by emulating the naturally closed posterior mitral leaflet 
in order to maximize the anterior leaflet's optimal function. The device is 
combined with a functional sizer to test coaptation and save surgical time, 
while retaining the clinical benefits of using the patient’s own valve.

Turn the art of repair into the science of restoration
The MitroFix™ system allows a surgeon to quickly and easily create a 
monoleaflet valve - the goal of current repair techniques. Instead of 
restricting the mitral annulus with traditional annuloplasty, you can 
now maximize it. The MitroFix™ has shown to deliver a greater EOA 
than expected with repair or replacement1.

Durable: 5 years and counting
▶ 5 years human clinical experience
▶ A pliable stent covered in No-React®-treated porcine pericardium        
     duplicates the natural closed posterior leaflet
▶ No erosion of the device or the anterior leaflet has been reported

Clinical experience indicates that approximately 25% of 
cases which are beyond repair and would require 
replacement can be restored with the MitroFix8.

▶ Ischemic

▶ Destruction or infection of the posterior leaflet

▶ Complex etiology where repair is impossible or 
      not feasible

Major Indications
Restore in cases where repair is impossible
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The No-React® treatment. BioIntegral Surgical manufactures 
devices using the No-React® treatment. No-React® is a proprietary 
detoxifcation of glutaraldehyde-treated tissue.  

12 years of clinical experience with No-React® devices show:

▶ reduced toxicity, enhanced biocompatibilty

▶ lower rates of infection, adhesion, and      
     calcification

▶ the promotion of endothelial lining2-6

Experience indicates markedly reduced cross-clamp 
times compared with repair or replacement alternatives9. 
If performing complex repairs or multiple procedures, 
the MitroFix™ should be part of your armamentarium.

Save time when essential for outcome/survival




